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Cube Project Particulars

• 3.4 Megawatts Grid Interconnection
• ~60% electrical efficiency – best distributed 

generation available
• 20-Year PPA executed with CL&P
• Approval by PUC for “rate basing”
• Permitting accomplished
• Fixed-Price, turnkey EPC contract
• REC-eligible in CT
• Classified as a “Load Reducer”



Alternative Energy Development

• Resource Driven
• Transmission

– Availability
– Constraints
– Cost to construct
– Impact to pricing

• Construction Constraints
– Roads
– Infrastructure
– Terrain

• Permitting
• Pricing



U.S. Traditional Renewable Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solar:  Estimates of potentials for both PV and CSP are assumed to be unconstrained by grid limitations such as lack of storage or transmission capacity.  For PV, the solar resource potential (NREL 2003b) was restricted by excluding federal and sensitive lands as sites for major collector installations;  allowing installations only where land surface slopes are less than 5%;  excluding agricultural land used for food production (both farmland and rangeland);  and requiring a minimum insolation value of 6 kilowatt-hours per square meter per day (kWh/m2/day). The CSP resource is restricted based on insolation values, to areas in the southwestern United States.  Site selection constraints reduce the land areas that can be used for CSP by precluding access to federal and sensitive lands, land with a surface slope less than 1% slope, major urban areas and features, and parcels less than 1 km2 in area.  The remaining area determined the technical potential for CSP, assuming 50 MW/ km2. Wind: 2008 DOE report, 20% Wind by 2030.  p. 8. The nation has more than 8,000GW of available land-based wind resources” Plus 2200 GW of offshore wind class 5 and better between 0 and 50 nm from shore, based on NREL’s most recent offshore resource estimates (offshore modeled data for TX, LA, GA, New England and Great Lakes; offshore portions of onshore modeled resource datasets; and estimates by NREL’s wind resource assessment group for remaining areas).  Potential capacity estimated assuming 5 MW/km2.Geothermal resource shown is temperature at a depth of 6.5 km (from Southern Methodist University Laboratory, 2004) .  High temperature areas are most favorable for early development using Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) technology, while low temperature areas are possible resources in future.  Electric energy producing potential from EGS for entire US is ~520 GW (USGS, 2008 http://energy.usgs.gov/flash/geothermal_slideshow.swf).  Individual spots identified by a dark + symbol indicate high temperature anomalies where identified conventional hydrothermal resources are located.  Electric power potential from these sites is 9 GW, with another 30 GW of undiscovered hydrothermal resources estimated (USGS, 2008).  Electric power potential from using high temperature fluids co-produced with oil and gas, primarily concentrated in Texas and Louisiana Gulf Region, not shown.Long-term hydroelectric potential is drawn directly from a GIS-based study by INL:  Feasibility Assessment of the Water Energy Resources of the United States for New Low Power and Small Hydro Classes of Hydroelectric Plants, January 2006.Biopower potential estimated based on available residue data produced in the report Geographic Perspective on the Current Biomass Resource Availability in the United States (NREL, 2004), assuming conversion efficiencies between 30 and 35% depending on the residue type.



Urban Center Population – 62 million
Boston MSA: 4.5

Providence MSA: 1.6

NYC MSA: 20.1

Philadelphia MSA: 6.0

DC/Baltimore MSA: 7.2

Norfolk VA Tidewater:        1.5

Raleigh-Durham MSA:        1.0

Greensboro MSA: 1.1

Atlanta: 3.7

State of Florida:                 18.5



Fuel Cell Siting

• Locate anywhere – especially inside transmission 
constraints

• Easy to build and size – modular design
• Baseload
• No resource study – time to generation shorter
• Others

– Ease of permitting (inside industrial zones)
– Low water use
– Low visual impacts



Urban Clean Energy Solution

• High energy output to physical footprint density
– Wind:  1 acre disturbed land per 2 mw + 5 acres under control divided 

by 33% equals ~20 acres per megawatt hour.
– Solar:  Approximately 10 acres per megawatt divided by 20% equals 

about 50 acres per megawatt hour.
– Fuel Cell:  Approximately 10 megawatts per acre divided by 90% 

capacity factor makes them 180 times more dense than wind and 450 
times more dense than solar

• No transmission lines
• Fits into the landscape

– Low noise profile
– Low visual profile
– Low water use

• Base Load source of power



Comparative Cost of Power Sources
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Subsidy “Parity”

• Compare government support for alternative clean energy 
technologies:

• Solar:
– 30% ITC on $4500 per kilowatt = $1500
– 20% capacity factor
– Equals $7500 equivalent capacity subsidy

• Wind:
– 30% ITC on $2000 per kilowatt = $600
– 33% capacity factor
– Equals $1,800 per equivalent capacity subsidy

• Fuel Cells
– 30% ITC on $4500 per kilowatt = $1500
– 95% capacity factor
– $1,579 per equivalent capacity subsidy



Future Support

• Credit for localization
– Ohio RPS good example

• Bulk purchases (example: Capitol Power Plant)
• Credit for transmission offsets
• Access to low cost capital
• Credit for low NOx
• Other Benefits

– Low noise
– Low water use
– Smaller footprint
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